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“Over the last three years, we have experienced a time of profound
questioning of our industrial environment. The pandemic, with its impacts
on organisations and supply chains, has turned many old habits and
certainties upside down.
The resulting widespread global disruption has been amplified by the
war in Ukraine. As well as recalling the dark days of European history,
this crisis has highlighted the degree to which different economic sectors
and geographical zones are interwoven.
To carry us through this period while maintaining industrial performance
and limiting the economic impact on the company, everyone has had
to rise to the occasion and remain agile and responsive despite the
uncertainty.
The situation is likely to last, and the effects of climate change are certain
to add their own, different forms of disruption, with varying degrees of
severity.
In this context, NTN has announced a proactive ESG policy for the next
three years aiming to:
• Promote the positive impact of its activities by developing products to
help reduce CO2 emissions
• Reduce the negative aspects of operating industrial facilities
• Attract and retain staff by improving working conditions
• Improve the group’s governance
The ultimate goal is to “Make the world NAMERAKA”.
Giles Botrel
NTN TE Deputy Chief Executive
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PRESENTATION OF NTN TRANSMISSIONS EUROPE
& ITS POSITIONING WITHIN THE NTN GROUP

1 – PRESENTATION OF NTN CORPORATION
NTN Corporation (New Technology Network) is
a global leader in the design, development and
production of bearings, linear modules, constant
velocity joints, tensioners and suspension parts
and the provision of services. NTN Corporation
operates in all industrial, automotive and
aeronautical markets. Its products are sold under
the NTN, BCA, BOWER and SNR brands.

The NTN Group has a global presence, with production sites, sales units and design
offices all over the world.

AMERICA – 15 sites

EUROPE – 9 sites
CHINA – 10 sites

JAPAN – 22 sites

ASIA-PACIFIC – 7 sites
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Geographical breakdown of Group turnover
2020

2021
22.3%

29.9%

29%

24%
Asia and others
America
Europe

22.5%

Japan

21%

26%

25.5%

Breakdown by activity sector of Group turnover
2020

2021

16.3%

16%

Aftermarket
Industry

18.1%

18%
65.6%

Automotive
66%

2 – PRESENTATION OF NTN TRANSMISSIONS EUROPE
NTN Transmissions Europe, a wholly-owned subsidiary of NTN
Corporation, has a production site in Allonnes, Sarthe. The
company also has administrative offices and an R&D department.
The main customers of NTN Transmissions Europe, whose primary
shareholder is NTN Corporation, are leading car manufacturers,
as its business targets the automotive OEM sector, where
competition is fierce (GKN, Neapco, IFA, Nexteer etc.).
Since the main component of a transmission is steel, the company
is heavily affected by steel price fluctuations.
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PRESENTATION OF NTN TRANSMISSIONS EUROPE
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NTN Transmissions Europe has its own
wholly-owned subsidiary, NTN Transmissions
Europe Crézancy, its main supplier, a
manufacturer of forged parts in Aisne.

The NTN Transmissions Europe customer base is located in Western and Eastern
Europe. The company uses a subcontractor in Romania, for example, NTNSNR Rulmenti in Sibiu, enabling it to offer machining and assembly services close
to its markets in the east.

3 – HISTORY OF NTN TRANSMISSIONS EUROPE
1998
Signature
of
a
partnership
between Renault and NTN by Louis
Schweizer, the Renault SA CEO,
and Toyoaki Ito, the chairman of
NTN Corporation.

2000
Construction completed at the
Allonnes plant; production begins

2001
NTN Transmissions Europe reaches
its first million transmissions
manufactured

2008
Acquisition of the forge in Crézancy

2010
Constant velocity joint production
begins in Sibiu

2015
Investment in a new manufacturing
process: connected lines

2016
€5 million investment to create an
automated painting line

2017
World no. 2 in the transmission
market
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Workforce on 31st March 2021
NTN Group workforce

23,292 people

NTN TE Allonnes workforce (permanent)

612 people

NTN TE Crézancy workforce (permanent)

96 people

From product design to delivery
A transmission is a mechanical element
consisting of two constant velocity
joints and a connecting part.
It transmits the rotary movement and
torque from the gearbox to the wheels.

The NTN Transmissions Europe design office incorporates new vehicle
architectures into its product designs (including the development
of electric vehicles), and produces and markets its production with
support from the NTN-SNR sales organisation.
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4 – GOVERNANCE
Reinforcing and improving the Group’s governance is one of its key management
priorities. Steps have been taken to make management more efficient and robust
while striving to increase transparency by disclosing information quickly and
accurately to shareholders and investors.

The creation of the holding company in July 2021 (NTN Europe Holdings SAS),
chaired by Yoshinori Terasaka, the chairman of NTN SNR and senior CEO for
America, Europe and Africa, will lead to:
•
strengthened, streamlined exchanges with Japan;
•
clarified governance for the Europe & Africa region;
•
easier decision-making at regional level;
•
better control and management for the activities of the European companies.
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NTN TE Board of Directors

CSR
International
experience
Automotive
technologies

Corporate
governance/
management

The NTN TE board of directors,
chaired by Yoshinori Terasaka
in 2021, ensures the company’s
commercial, financial and economic
strategy is implemented. In 2021, the
board of directors had seven members.
The body met three times during the
year.

Experience
in an industrial
company

Risk
management

Banking/finance
Energy/
electrification
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With a variety of backgrounds,
experiences and skills, the
members of the NTN TE board
help the company develop its
strategy by contributing their
expertise.

MEMBERS
(1)

1. Yoshinori TERASAKA – CEO of NTN
EUROPE and AFRICA
Chairman of the Board of Directors (NTN
Holding Europe)
2. Seiichi TAKASUGI – CEO of NTN TE

(2)

3. Alain CAILLOT – Vice president of the
Auto Business Unit (NTN SNR)
4. Natsuo MURAKAMI – Holding company
director (NTN SNR)
(4)

(3)

(5)

(6)

5. Nathalie RONSSIN – Governance,
compliance & audit manager (NTN SNR)
6. Nobuko NONAMI – (NTN Corp)
7. Mishiko KURITA – (External)

(7)

3

STAFF REPRESENTATIVES

1. Dominique Rousseau – CFDT
2. Julien Dugas – CGT
3. Dolorès Lathouche – CFE-CGC
(1)

(2)

(3)

1

REPRESENTATIVE OF OUR
AUDITORS,
ERNST & YOUNG AUDIT

NATIONALITIES

2

WOMEN

1

59

EXTERNAL
MEMBER

12

3

AVERAGE
AGE

4
100%
MEN

MEETING
ATTENDANCE RATE

MEETINGS HELD
FACE-TO-FACE AND
REMOTELY

POLICY
&
STRATEGIC
DIRECTIONS
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POLICY & STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS

1 – PHILOSOPHY AND VALUES OF THE NTN GROUP
LET’S MAKE THE WORLD “NAMERAKA”
THANKS TO OUR VALUES AND PRINCIPLES
Nameraka is a Japanese word, a rich term with a variety of meanings. It
is an everyday term that conveys a certain vision of the world, with a focus
on smoothness, softness, harmony etc.

NTN’s 10-year vision:
•
•
•

Transitioning from a manufacturing company to a company that sells
value to its customers through its products and services.
Transforming our business model.
Addressing changes in our environment: electrification, 4.0, digital
transformation etc.

“ Contributing to global society by
developing harmoniously with
all stakeholders.
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2 – ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL AND GOVERNANCE ROAD MAP
Based on strong values shared by all the group’s entities, the NTN Corporation’s philosophy of “Make
the World Nameraka” provides the foundation for its new ESG road map for 2022 targeting the following
objectives:
ENVIRONMENT:
• Introducing measures to reduce CO2 emissions
• Contributing to a carbon-free society by making products that contribute
to a better environment
SOCIAL:
• Strengthening health and safety at work
• Strengthening Human Resources by vocational training
• Helping to prevent and mitigate disasters among the local community
GOVERNANCE
• Strengthening the system of governance with better gender equality

ENVIRONMENT
The ecological dimension aims to
respond to the need for quality in the
natural environment, sustainable
resources and a redefinition of
our relationship with nature

ESG
NAMERAKA
SOCIETY

SOCIAL
The social dimension aims to respond
to social needs and to individual and
collective aspirations (health, wellbeing, quality of life etc.)

GOVERNANCE
The governance dimension
aims to respond to the needs for
institutions to be participatory,
transparent and efficient

ESG reporting is based on criteria that constitute the pillars of responsible corporate management alongside financial and economic indicators.
It ensures the transparency of NTN TE in evaluating its responsibilities to the wider environment and its stakeholders (employees, partners,
subcontractors, customers, investors etc.)

SEFP 2021
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In alignment with the group’s values, we have identified our priorities and established a strategy to
respond to the group’s needs in accordance with the company’s overall policy.

3 – THE DEDICATED CSR TEAM
In view of the company’s priorities, NTN TE has defined a new organisation
for 2022 to define and deploy the CSR road map. The goal is to support the
sustainable, responsible growth of its activities in line with the NTN Corp.
road map to achieve “a Nameraka Society”.
Stéphane Lhuillier will be given responsibility for Safety, Environment and
Energy Performance, reporting to senior management.
The mission of the Safety, Environment and Energy Performance teams
will be to coordinate and supervise the deployment of the environmental
and safety ambitions through the appropriate action plans identified at the
Allonnes and Crézancy sites.
Responsible for publishing the Statement of Extra-Financial Performance,
they will consolidate overall CSR performance.

“ Taking environmental, social and governance issues into
account is a growing necessity within our company. ”
Stéphane Lhuillier
SEE Performance Manager
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4 – ESG INDICATORS AND OVERALL POLICY OF NTN TE
The group’s ESG road map for 2025–2030 is common to all its entities. The
plan for the future enables NTN TE to establish priorities that will guide
the implementation of concrete actions to improve performance. To place
its commitments on a concrete footing and address its 2021 goals, NTN TE
based its actions on the following indicators:

RESPECT FOR THE PLANET
ENERGY PERFORMANCE
WATER CONSUMPTION
WASTE PROCESSING
SUPPLIERS WITH ISO 14001 CERTIFICATION

A RESPONSIBLE EMPLOYER
SAFETY AT WORK
DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN CAPITAL
EMPLOYABILITY
EQUAL TREATMENT
DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION

RESPONSIBLE COMMERCIAL PRACTICES
SUPPLIERS
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
BUSINESS ETHICS
The overall policy of NTN TE for the next three years (April 2021 to March
2024) aligns perfectly with the United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals.

SEFP 2021
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Overall policy of NTN Transmissions Europe (NTE)
April 2021 to March 2024

NTN Transmissions Europe

NTE’s policy is perfectly aligned with that of our parent company, NTN
Corporation, and with the “Drive NTN 100 phase 2” plan, which sets out the following
goals over the next three years:
• Improving the profitability of existing businesses – lowering break-even rates by
controlling fixed costs and reducing variable costs,
• Reforming the customer portfolio by acquiring business with higher margins,
• Strengthening corporate governance by deploying the code of ethics.
These medium-term goals fit within the target of achieving a “NAMERAKA”
society (a society in which people can live safe, fulfilling lives in harmony with nature).
In concrete terms, this will involve deploying initiatives in the following 13 areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reducing energy consumption,
Building a sustainable society by using renewable energy,
Promoting the safety and comfort of users and company staff,
Adapting to climate change,
Preventing pollution risks and promoting resource preservation,
Improving the efficiency of products and services,
Building a virtuous supply chain by emphasising the environment and ethics,
Respecting human rights,
Promoting health and safety at work,
Developing human resources,
Promoting diversity,
Respecting regulations,
Strengthening the monitoring of ethical rules in the general management of the
company (governance)

In view of this approach, NTE’s priorities in the FY2021/FY2023 plan involve:
• a sharp reduction in accident numbers,
• improved customer satisfaction in terms of both quality delivered and service
level,
• a long-lasting return to positive operating results through reforms to the cost
structure.
This policy will be implemented within NTE through process management that
will ensure deviations are addressed and supervise continuous improvement. It will
aim to maintain our certifications in the areas of quality, the environment and energy
and achieve new certification in occupational health and safety. This will enable us to
reach the best standards in these strategic areas.
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The primary outcomes expected are the following:
• In the context of Quality certification (ISO 9001/IATF):
• Increasing the satisfaction of our customers (PPM, service level, CSR (customer-specific
requirements), warranty costs),
• Managing processes and the continuous improvement plan,
• Improving performance (reducing the costs of achieving quality),
• Strengthening staff motivation.
In the context of Environment and Energy certification (ISO 14001 and ISO 50001):
•
•
•
•

Respecting laws and regulations,
Protecting the environment and preventing pollution,
Reducing the impact of our activities,
Contributing to a process of adaptation to climate change.

In the context of Occupational Health and Safety certification (ISO 45001), scheduled for
the second half of 2022 for Allonnes and the end of 2023 for Crézancy:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Respecting laws and regulations,
Promoting continuous improvement,
Identifying and eliminating risks and consequently cutting the number of accidents,
Promoting training,
Promoting active communication,
Creating a Safety culture.

The commitment of all staff to the three-year plan, with its clear targets and priorities,
will enable NTE to ensure its future development within the group’s SQCCD targets:
•
•
•
•
•

S for SAFETY: the safety of our staff and our customers through respect for the safety
characteristics of our products,
Q for QUALITY: the quality of our products, working conditions and relationships at
work,
C for COMPLIANCE: respect for the legal and regulatory requirements, safeguarding
the environment and upholding our commitments,
C for COSTS: reducing waste, adjusting our costs and creating profits,
D for DEADLINES: respecting deadlines, whether they come from customers or from
inside the company.
Giles Botrel
Deputy Chief Executive
15/02/2022

Seiichi Takasugi
Chief Executive
15/02/2022

SEFP 2021
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5 – SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
NTN TE’s approach to sustainable development is an integral part of our
corporate culture. Our convictions and values reflect our ambition to have a
positive impact on society and limit the effects of climate change.
NTN TE supports the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, which
aim to ensure a better and more sustainable future for all, alongside the rest
of the Group.
NTN TE has identified 13 goals among the 17 Sustainable Development Goals
to which the company contributes.

The 13 Goals:

20
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1 – Employment priorities

The employment priorities of NTN TE are based on the following indicators:

A – OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
As its top priority, NTN TE’s goal is to ensure the health and safety of all its
employees.
Our occupational health, safety and ergonomics goals for the three-year
period (April 2021 – March 2024), based on the six areas defined by the
group in the road map, have been made clear to all our staff:
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ROAD MAP

NTN Transmissions Europe

Occupational Health, Safety and Ergonomics goals
April 2021 to March 2024

In line with the company’s overall policy, occupational health and safety and workstation ergonomics are
strong values within NTE. The company aims to offer a healthy, safe workplace for all its employees, as well as for
temporary staff and personnel from external companies. A certified management system for these areas based on the
ISO 45001 standard will be introduced within the company (in the second half of 2022 in Allonnes and by the end of
2023 for Crézancy).
In addition to this goal, and with a view to the objectives of the NTN group, we have decided to work on the following
six themes as part of the three-year plan for April 2021 to March 2024:
1 – Respecting laws and regulations:
In accordance with the laws and regulations on occupational health and safety,
we must:
•
Guarantee our compliance with these legal requirements,
•
Meet the standards based on our internal rules,
•
Learn lessons from any incidents and
•
Strive to create a safe, pleasant workplace.
This will be achieved by defining targets and setting up continuous
improvement programmes.
2 – Promoting continuous improvement by setting up a management
system based on the ISO 45001 standard:
We will work to reduce the number of accidents and define ways
of continuously improving our management of these subjects by
complying with the technical, organisational and behavioural
factors that contribute to guaranteeing staff health and
safety, while incorporating the criteria of arduousness and
ergonomics.
3 – Identifying and eliminating risks:
We will carry out regular risk assessments for our
installations and working environments to eliminate
potential dangers. We will prioritise risk prevention from the
project design phase, emphasising analysis, communication
and the management of risks and dangerous situations.
4 – Promoting training:
Training will be developed and intensified as a means of improving
knowledge and raising awareness of safety. Staff will receive training
and become active contributors in these areas as soon as they are
hired.
5 – Promoting active communication:
Our goal is to intensify information about the prevention of accidents and
occupational illnesses in order to maintain staff health and ensure a pleasant
working environment.
6 – Creating a Safety culture:
Everyone within the company or working at its sites must be aware of their
own responsibility for risk prevention with the aim of achieving “zero workplace
accidents” and “zero occupational illnesses”. They actively promote activities relating to health and safety and work to
respect and ensure others respect the guidelines, reporting dangerous situations and adopting responsible behaviours.

LET’S WORK TOGETHER TO KEEP OURSELVES AND OTHERS SAFE!
Giles Botrel
Deputy Chief Executive
15/02/2022

SEFP 2021
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The approach to preventing workplace accidents and occupational illnesses
is based on our safety management system (SMS).

Health, Safety and
Ergonomics (HSE)
management system

Eliminating all risk
situations and
analysing all HSE
incidents

Measuring the
effectiveness of the
HSE system

Strengthening the
organisation, management
and operation of all HSE
aspects in everyday life
(including training)

Developing a
corporate culture of
Safety

The areas for improvement in terms of health, safety and well-being at
work are set out in the HSE road map.
The measurement of the HSE system’s effectiveness is transferred monthly
to the HSE dashboard, which includes the following themes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Internal health and safety communication/awareness campaigns
Monitoring of ergonomics projects
Monitoring of risk assessment and associated action plans
Monitoring of regulatory compliance rates
Monitoring of internal safety audits
Safety training levels
Monitoring of the costs of occupational accidents and illnesses.

THE PRIORITIES OF NTN TRANSMISSIONS EUROPE

a – ACCIDENTOLOGY
March N-1 to April N

2019

2020

2021

FR Allonnes (1)

15.66

19.33

18

SR Allonnes (2)
FR Crézancy

0.54
25.1

0.51
50.44

1.26
27.17

SR Crézancy

0.95

0.88

3.17

(1): The frequency rate (FR) is calculated as follows: [Number of accidents causing
absence from work / Number of hours worked x 1,000,000] for site employees, excluding
temporary workers (excluding accidents on the journey to or from work)
(2): The severity rate (SR) is calculated as follows: [Number of days of absence caused by
occupational accidents / Number of hours worked x 1,000] for site employees, excluding
temporary workers (excluding accidents on the journey to or from work)

The number of accidents (Allonnes + Crézancy) fell by 15% from 2020 to
2021.
The year 2021 saw several periods
of inactivity associated with the
impact of the pandemic, meaning
that we cannot draw reliable
conclusions about 2021’s frequency
and severity rates. The volume of
hours worked in 2021 was 11% lower

than in 2020.
The severity rate is heavily affected
by the 60 days of stoppage at the
beginning of the year arising from
the previous year.

SEFP 2021
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For Allonnes, analysing the 18
workplace accidents highlights 12
accidents associated with pain, or
66.6 of the accidents.
As pain is subjective and involves
multiple factors, it is possible that
the context of the pandemic, a
source of general stress, anxiety and
depression, could have affected our
accident figures.

Every accident and incident is
followed by an analysis using the
5W2H problem-solving method.
These analyses enable us to put the
right corrective and/or preventive
measures in place.
Note that our contribution rate for
2021 is 2.1%, compared with a national
rate in the field of metallurgy of 2.24%.

The Crézancy site experienced a
serious accident that significantly
worsened its severity rate.

b – PREVENTION OF PSYCHOSOCIAL RISKS
With regard to the stress generated
by the pandemic, the drop in activity
and uncertainty about the future,
a training course on awareness of
psychosocial risks was put in place
jointly by a social worker and the
NTN TE ergonomics specialist. The
course, developed in 2021, will be
deployed in 2022 for members of
the Executive Committee, managers
and members of the Health, Safety

and Working Conditions Committee.
At the same time, meeting points
were established based on need
with the HR department, the Deputy
Chief Executive, the social worker
and the ergonomist to discuss any
situations of risk and/or discomfort
for employees in order to introduce
action plans as early as possible
where needed.

c – CREATION OF A MONTH DEDICATED TO HEALTH AND SAFETY
The management of NTN TE decided
to organise a safety month every
year from 2022 with the help of an
external organisation specialising in
the subject.
The goal is to bring all the staff
together through fun, friendly
workshops about safety, ensuring
that these workshops are not seen as
a duty but as an opportunity to work
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better together while protecting
individual and collective safety.
The workshops will be a chance to
talk about health and safety in a
different way, promoting positive
actions that will be taken to support
risk prevention and establish a real
culture of safety within NTN TE.

from 4 to 29 April
ON THE
PROGRAMME
Week 1:
Muscle Warm-up
or Office Posture

Week 2:

Week 3:
Escape Game and
Safety Awareness

Week 4:
Quiz

Trivial Pursuit and
Safety Awareness

LET’S WORK TOGETHER TO KEEP OURSELVES AND OTHERS SAFE!

NTN Transmissions Europe

in partnership with
SEFP 2021
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d – PANDEMIC MANAGEMENT
In the specific context of the Covid-19 pandemic, which is still ongoing, the
responsiveness of all staff enabled NTN TE to continue its activities, with no
clusters of infection recorded so far.

e – PREVENTION OF MUSCULOSKELETAL DISORDERS
Musculoskeletal disorders (MSD)
refer to a series of problems with the
musculoskeletal system (muscles,
tendons, nerves, joints) that lead to
pain and impaired function. These
are multifactorial diseases with a
significant occupational component,
and in view of the results of analysing
our 2021 accidents, we need to
deploy a specific action plan.
The NTN TE ergonomist has taken
a course on providing training
to prevent risks associated with
physical activity, which will be
deployed from 2022 at the Allonnes
and Crézancy sites.
This training will enable employees
(two from each production unit)
to contribute to improving their
working conditions in order to

reduce the risk of workplace
accidents or occupational illnesses.
The course is part of a global
approach to improving working
conditions and will give employees
a better knowledge of:
• the risks associated with their
jobs;
• the functioning of the human
body, which will go beyond
training in movements and
postures.

f – COMMITTEE FOR KEEPING PEOPLE IN WORK
Meetings of the committee for keeping people in work are organised
monthly. They involve the occupational physician, the social worker, the
nurse, the ergonomist, the strategic workforce planning manager and the
managers of the employees concerned to seek posts suited to their state
of health.
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g – PREPARATION FOR ISO 45001 CERTIFICATION
NTN TE has committed to the goal
of certifying the health and safety
management system on the basis
of the ISO 45001 reference system,
which will take the company
towards a series of robust, effective
processes
that
will
improve
occupational safety.
The following actions were taken to
achieve this in 2021:
- Preliminary audit in July 2021,
- A day’s training for managers in
December 2021, provided by an
external body,
- Creating and updating specific
documents
(HSE
manual,
risk
assessment
procedures,
managing emergency situations,
communication etc.)
- Review of the HSE process

As this document was being
prepared, a mock audit was
being conducted by an external
organisation and certification was
scheduled for September 2022 for
the Allonnes site and 2023 for the
Crézancy site.
ISO 45001 certification will enable
NTN TE to:
improve
individual
and
organisational safety
- identify and prevent risks
- promote efficiency through
standardised processes
- provide greater visibility for
management.

h – PREVENTING THE EFFECTS OF EXPOSURE TO OCCUPATIONAL RISK FACTORS
Workshop noise levels and air quality will be measured during 2022.
The most recent noise measurement in Allonnes was within the regulatory
limits.
A plan to replace CMR products is currently being deployed at the Allonnes
and Crézancy sites in accordance with the REACH regulation.
Following a review of the employees exposed to occupational risk factors at
NTN TE Crézancy, an agreement on preventing the effects of exposure to
occupational risk factors was signed with the CGT trade union in Crézancy.
This agreement applies from 2022.

SEFP 2021
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B – DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN CAPITAL
The unpredictable, uncertain economic context had a significant impact on
our strategic workforce planning policy.
Developing the long-term employability of our staff with an ambitious training
plan
NTN TE was able to recover its momentum in career development and talent
management in 2021 by:
• Prioritising internal recruitment for vacancies;
• Managing people reviews;
• Developing CQPM qualifications

a – IN-HOUSE CAREER DEVELOPMENT
NTN
Transmissions
Europe
contributes
to
securing
and
developing professional pathways
that boost internal employability
while
guaranteeing
skills
enhancement.
The company saw significant staff
turnover in 2021:
• 13 resignations were received in
2021, compared with 11 in 2020.
• 30 departures for other reasons
(excluding retirement) in 2021,
compared with 12 in 2022.

its recruitment needs by posting
vacancies internally to encourage
the career development of its staff.
To guarantee the resources it needs
to carry out its production activities
and limit the structural exploitation of
poverty, NTN TE decided to arrange
an external recruitment campaign
for direct labour during 2022 and
2023 after a year’s recruitment
freeze in this category.

In the context of these departures,
NTN TE decided to systematise

b – PEOPLE REVIEWS FOR EXECUTIVES, CLERICAL WORKERS, TECHNICIANS AND SUPERVISORS
Two annual meetings on this subject
are held with members of the
Executive Committee for executive
employees.
Meetings are held with managers
for clerical workers, technicians and
supervisors.
People reviews, a vital tool for
30

strategic
workforce
planning,
enable
NTN
TE
to
identify
employees with potential and help
them build career plans in order to
retain them while ensuring that the
organisation is consistent with the
corporate strategy.

THE PRIORITIES OF NTN TRANSMISSIONS EUROPE
They also make it easier to plan skills development and replacements for
key posts within the company when their occupants retire.
This programme is important given the current context of skills shortages in
the employment market.

c – DEVELOPMENT OF CQPM (JOINT QUALIFICATION CERTIFICATE IN METALLURGY)
In 2021, NTN TE continued its policy of developing CQPMs to certify
employees’ professional skills acquired through training.
These qualification-awarding courses ensure staff members’ external
employability.
CQP courses certified 16 manual/clerical workers, technicians and supervisors
in 2021.
In fact, despite the continuing disruption, we succeeded in arranging three
times more training hours than in FY2020 and training 20% more employees.

d – CAREER INTERVIEWS
Our HR strategy also relies heavily on our individual and professional
interview tools, which are essential mechanisms for career management.

THE COMPLETION RATE FOR THE INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEW
CAMPAIGN IN 2021 IS 84%.

SEFP 2021
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Taux de réalisation Campagne Entretiens Professionnels 2021
120%

100%

80%

94%
76%

100%

94%
82%

67%

69%
58%

60%

40%

38%

20%

0%

The campaign of interviews, carried out from April to July 2021 allow us to
measure employee’s levels of motivation and commitment to their work
and to monitor their levels of job satisfaction.
OUR JOB SATISFACTION INDICATOR INCORPORATES THE FOLLOWING THEMES:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Content of work;
Recognition and feeling of fulfilment;
Motivation and commitment;
Training/professional development initiatives;
Material conditions;
Career development and remuneration;
Internal relations (colleagues, management, interdepartmental);
Communication (management newsflashes, production unit etc.).

THE JOB SATISFACTION RATE FOR OUR OPERATORS IN 2021 WAS
71%, COMPARED WITH 69% IN 2020 FOR THE ALLONNES SITE
(3): The indicator for Allonnes is calculated as follows:
[Number of Satisfied and Very Satisfied / Total number of responses] x 100
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7%
13%

58%

Very dissatisfied
Fairly dissatisfied
22%

Satisfied
Very satisfied

e – STAFF INDUCTION
The strategic workforce planning unit
ensures that every new employee has
everything they need to integrate
well into NTN TE.
Our goal is to make it easier to adapt
to the role and blend into the team.
This induction approach ensures
new arrivals feel supported and can
develop their skills under the right
conditions.
We have adapted our induction
training into a one-day session for
support staff and a two-day session
for production staff.
The training helps new recruits to

understand the history of NTN TE, its
products, customers, safety basics,
quality basics, the 5S methodology,
the risks associated with chemicals,
the code of ethics etc.
To help support new employees as
they take up their roles, training for
mentors has been put in place. The
goal is to define each role’s functions
and responsibilities to provide the
best possible welcome and support.

SEFP 2021
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f – INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
NTN Transmissions Europe is committed to maintaining constructive
relations with trade unions and employees.
NTN Transmissions Europe aims
to sustain dialogue with the trade
union organisations present at
Allonnes and Crézancy by regularly
sharing the company’s fundamental
priorities with them.
The HR road map also provides for
the opening of several negotiations
with the trade unions. These
negotiations include the plan to

revise the previous collective
agreements to adapt them to the
company’s economic reality and its
new challenges.
All new agreements put in place within
the company are communicated
internally to all managers.

NEGOTIATIONS AND AGREEMENTS SIGNED: 10 IN 2021 (FIVE FOR
ALLONNES AND FIVE FOR CRÉZANCY)

g – INTERNAL COMMUNICATION TO SERVE OUR PERFORMANCE
To ensure staff commitment to the
corporate strategy, a review of the
past year is presented to all staff at
a meeting launching the objectives
for the coming year.
This launch meeting aims to explain
the strategic priorities of the group
and the company.
Following this meeting, each manager
can work with their teams to define
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the department’s contribution to the
company’s performance using the
standard pyramid tool displayed in
each unit.
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As internal communication is a driver for team cohesion and success for
the company, the Deputy Chief Executive and members of the Executive
Committee hold monthly meetings with managers on the following themes:
• Safety,
• Financial results,
• Production,
• Quality,
• Supply chain,
• HR and Compliance.
Specific themes may be added in response to events.

11 MONTHLY MEETINGS BETWEEN SENIOR EXECUTIVES AND
MANAGERS IN 2021, COMPARED WITH 6 IN 2020

SEFP 2021
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2 – Social priorities

A – SUPPORT FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS
Despite the highly unstable situation,
NTN TE wants to demonstrate its
social commitment by supporting
future
generations
with
the
development
of
traineeships
within the company to pass on its
knowledge and skills.
The deployment of traineeships is
a pre-recruitment channel that will
ultimately provide us with a pool
of qualified young recruits who
can be operational immediately in
response to staff retiring and/or
in anticipation of future needs for
skills.
This
KPI

recruitment

strategy

enables us to overcome shortages
of certain profiles.
Even if trainees are not offered a
permanent contract when they finish,
the development of in-work training
within the company constitutes a
significant step towards a first job
for young people.
We currently have fifteen trainees
at our Allonnes site and five at
Crézancy. These numbers will rise
in 2022.

also
ALLONNES

CREZANCY

Trainees in 2020

7

1

Trainees in 2021

15

5

No. of trainees recruited in 2020

1

0

No. of trainees recruited in 2021

0

0

We also welcomed an audience of 60 secondary school pupils who came to
find out about our work during “industry week”.
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B – BLOOD DONATION
As blood stocks are below the
safety threshold, the French blood
service (EFS) is currently facing a
critical situation and has launched
its first emergency appeal for blood
donations.

part alongside their colleagues, in a
familiar place.

Prioritising its social responsibility,
NTN TE has responded to this appeal
by calling for employees to volunteer
for the project of shared generosity,
humanity and citizenship that is
blood donation.

52 employees gave blood, including
21 first-time donors.

The EFS is keen to turn employees
who are first-time donors into
regulars.
The company provides a reassuring
setting for donors – employees take

We welcomed the EFS doctors and
nurses for the first time on Thursday
2 December 2021.

On behalf of the EFS team, the
doctor responsible for the operation
told us how pleased they were with
the day.
The operation will now be repeated
every year.

SEFP 2021
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C – STRICT RESPECT FOR ETHICAL RULES
Featuring among the world-leading
designers and manufacturers of
transmissions for the automotive
sector, NTN TE has to comply with
the ethical principles that apply to
the conduct of business and adopt
socially
responsible
behaviour
with regard to its staff and all its
stakeholders.
The Code of Ethics and Good

Conduct in force in the company,
which is given to all members of
staff, applies to all employees,
from new recruits to members of
the Executive Committee, in all
countries, and includes respect for
local laws and regulations.

The NTN TE Code of Ethics and Good Conduct
is organised into six areas:
• The company’s social and environmental
responsibility and values
• Commitment to mutual respect
• Commitments to the company and its
shareholders
• Fair treatment for customers and commercial
partners
• Fraud and corruption
• Respect for the Code of Ethics and the
whistleblowing system
To maintain a strong culture of
ethics and good behaviour, a
compliance report is presented at
the monthly executive meetings.
These reports cover a variety of
subjects associated with respect for
the Code of Ethics, antitrust rules
etc.
NTN TE is also continuing to deploy
the training initiated in June 2021
to all the company’s executives,

clerical workers, technicians and
supervisors. To ensure ethics is
not just a vague, abstract concept,
this training incorporates concrete
examples experienced by several
companies.
In 2021, the training was led by
three members of the Executive
Committee:
• the factory director;
• the finance and IT director;
• the HR director.

60% OF EXECUTIVES, CLERICAL WORKERS, TECHNICIANS AND
SUPERVISORS IN ALLONNES AND CRÉZANCY RECEIVED ETHICS
TRAINING, COMPARED WITH 28% IN 2020
38
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For historical reasons, the date of 26
July has been defined by NTN Corp.
since 2016 as the annual compliance
day, which underlines once again the
importance of respecting our Code
of Ethics, including the antitrust
rules.
On this day in 2021, our chairman
Eiichi Ukai restated that the NTN
Group will never accept profits
acquired by unfair means and
encouraged all employees to report

any inappropriate behaviour with
no fear of reprisals.
A poster campaign was launched
within NTN TE to remind employees
of their rights as whistleblowers,
with the email addresses set up for
the purpose:
alertethics@ntn-europe.fr
and
compliance@ntn-snr.fr

D – EQUAL TREATMENT
Going beyond its ambition of
ensuring
professional
equality
between women and men, NTN
TE is committed to eliminating
all
forms
of
discrimination
and guaranteeing equality of

opportunity,
both
for
anyone
wishing to join the company and for
existing employees throughout the
terms of their employment contract
(training, professional development,
maintenance in work etc.).

SEFP 2021
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a – GENDER EQUALITY INDEX
The gender equality index consists of five indicators that evaluate inequalities
between the genders in the form of a score out of 100:
• The gender wage gap for 40 points
• The gap in individual pay rises for 20 points
• The gap in promotions for 15 points
• The number of female employees receiving a pay rise when returning
from maternity leave for 15 points
• Parity among the 10 highest salaries for 10 points

THE GENDER EQUALITY INDEX FOR 2021 IN ALLONNES WAS 89
POINTS OUT OF 100, COMPARED WITH 94 POINTS IN 2020
During the annual pay negotiations in
2021, senior management allocated
a budget for a 0.5% pay rise to cover
the rate of inflation.
Given the low amount allocated, the
CFDT union proposed that the 0.5%
general rise should be paid in the
form of a fixed amount calculated
as follows:

(Total basic salaries x 0.5%) / No. of
employee beneficiaries.
0.3% of the total payroll was
awarded in the form of promotions
that were more beneficial to men
than to women in 2021 (see index).

b – OBLIGATION TO EMPLOY WORKERS WITH DISABILITIES
The mandatory declaration of
employment
of
workers
with
disabilities, injured war veterans
and assimilated categories reveals
a contribution of 0, our quota under
the legal obligations.
NTN TE is working to develop
subcontracting with companies that
employ workers with disabilities:
• EABS to maintain our green
spaces;
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•

ESAT Le Circuit for industrial
subcontracting work

As part of a collective severance
agreement, NTN TE proposed
to allocate the labour market
revitalisation tax to a company
employing workers with disabilities.
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c – DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
Convinced that a rich diversity of team members is a source of innovation
and creativity and a driver of performance for the company, NTN TE never
applies any distinction between employees on the basis of:
• gender;
• age;
• ethnic, social or cultural origin;
• sexual orientation;
• religion;
• political orientation;
• physical appearance;
• trade union activity;
• health;
• or disability.
NTN TE has formalised its desire for all employees to be able to work in an
environment of respect, free from discrimination and any form of bullying,
in its code of ethics.
NTN TE rejects and condemns all forms of illegal and undeclared work,
and complies with national legislation and regulations on child labour. The
company does not employ children aged under 16, respects the provisions of
the International Labour Organization (ILO) Convention no. 138 and ensures
that its partners apply the same standards.

E – STRICT RESPECT FOR ETHICAL RULES
Responsible procurement is a major
issue given global expenditure
amounts, purchasing volumes and
the diversity of procurement carried
out by NTN TE.
We assess the performance of our
BOP suppliers (direct purchases)
quarterly on the basis of quality,
costs and deadlines, with a supplier
risk analysis put in place in FY2020.

The NTN TE collaborative and
responsible procurement charter
builds on our code of ethics and
restates our commitments in terms
of human relations, respect for the
environment and ethics.
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NTN TE selects its suppliers based
on their values and commitments in
terms of social and environmental
responsibility.
Senior management has entrusted
the procurement department with
managing supplier relationships,
allocating
a
Supplier
Quality
Engineer to the department in
Allonnes and Sibiu.

With regard to its suppliers, NTN TE is committed to:
• safeguarding its collaborations;
• developing a win-win relationship;
• applying a transparent sourcing policy;
• promoting environmentally responsible industries.
Our expectations of our suppliers:
•
•

observing human rights guidelines;
pursuing honesty in business dealings.

IN FY2021, 68.12% OF OUR BOP SUPPLIERS DEMONSTRATED
THEIR COMMITMENT BY SIGNING OUR COLLABORATIVE AND
RESPONSIBLE PROCUREMENT CHARTER, COMPARED WITH 78% IN
FY2020.
Note that our supplier database has grown.
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3 – Environmental priorities

For NTN Transmissions Europe, consideration for the environment is a
basic principle in the creation of a Nameraka society. It applies to every
stage of activity and every member of staff.
This commitment is a guarantee of sustainable development for the
company. It is reflected in the environmental and energy road map, which
sets out the following directions for the period from 2021 to 2024:
•
Respecting laws and regulations,
•
Protecting the environment and preventing pollution,
•
Reducing the impact of our activities,
•
Incorporating climate priorities.

SEFP 2021
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ROAD MAP

Environmental and Energy Goals

NTN Transmissions Europe

April 2021 to March 2024

In line with the company’s overall policy, NTN Transmissions Europe plans to
apply the following guidelines at the Allonnes and Crézancy sites in the areas of the
environment and energy:
1 – Reducing the impact of our activities:
•
Preserving resources by favouring reduction, reuse and
recycling,
• Taking environmental and energy performance criteria
into consideration in our procurement and in the design
process,
•
Meeting our compliance obligations according to
the regulations and the requirements of our interested
parties.
2 – Protecting the environment and preventing pollution:
• Making progress in risk analysis and prevention,
taking the contexts of our production sites into account,
•
Developing activity monitoring to control our
emissions.
3 – Incorporating climate priorities:
• Controlling and improving our energy efficiency,
• Measuring our greenhouse gas emissions and determining
our strategy for reducing them.
The commitment and expertise of the women and men who are
the backbone of our organisations will enable us to respect our
commitments and achieve our ambition to build a sustainable society.

Giles Botrel
Deputy Chief Executive
15/02/2022
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A – RESPECTING LAWS AND REGULATIONS
NTN Transmissions Europe has
established
an
Environmental
Management System with ISO
14001 certification at its Allonnes
and Crézancy production sites.
This
system
monitors
the
regulations to ensure the applicable
requirements
are
taken
into
account, ensures the requirements
are compliant and deals with any
divergence.
With

regard

to

the

REACH regulation, a cross-company
steering committee has been set
up to monitor SVHCs (Substances
of Very High Concern) and define
a plan to replace these substances
before they are included in Annex
XIV (the authorisation list).

European

B – PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT AND PREVENTING POLLUTION
Using its Environmental Management System, NTN Transmissions Europe
aims to develop the environmental awareness of its staff.

a – STAFF TRAINING
This initiation into the rules of
environmental risk management
is provided in-house during the
induction of each new employee,
whether their contract is temporary
or permanent.
This
training
describes
environmental risks and impacts,
the management of waste and
chemical
products
and
the

emergency procedures to follow if
an environmental incident occurs.
Simulation exercises, which are
gradually being extended in scope,
are used to verify employees’
knowledge and ability to correctly
implement
these
emergency
procedures.
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b – RISK ANALYSIS, MONITORING AND ACTION PLAN
The regularly revised risk analysis identifies significant environmental
aspects at each production site. This analysis supplemented by the
regulatory obligations, the interested parties and the context of NTN
TE makes it possibles to define the main business challenges, including
reducing water consumption.

c – REDUCING WATER CONSUMPTION AND IMPROVING DISCHARGE QUALITY
Following
the
installation
of
monitoring and metering for the
main areas of consumption, NTN
Transmissions Europe has modelled
its water consumption over several
reference periods. This modelling
can be used for detailed projections
of consumption with regard to
key parameters. Comparing the
projections with actual consumption
enables us to spot occasional
deviations and longer-term drift in
the main areas of consumption.
These
models
also
enable
calculations of the positive impact
of corrective actions so that we can
prioritise projects and continuously
improve the impact of our
installations and processes.
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The definition of the action plan
to reduce water consumption is
continuing with projects to renovate
and modify cooling installations in
order to limit the consumption and
use of chemicals.
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(4)

(4) This indicator is calculated as follows for Allonnes and Crézancy: % change between water consumption
relative to added value for the year N and water consumption relative to added value for the reference year
FY2016.

C – REDUCING THE IMPACT OF OUR ACTIVITIES
a – DESIGN AND PROCUREMENT
From the project tendering stage,
NTN TE prioritises products that
contribute to low transmission
weight and optimised efficiency.
These mass optimisations of
products help to reduce the energy
needed to produce them and the
waste generated.

Worked components, raw materials
and services are purchased from
suppliers
and
subcontractors
that NTN TE encourages to
take
environmental
priorities
into account through ISO 14001
certification.
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The number of suppliers has grown
since FY2019. The percentage has
fallen due to the introduction of
six new suppliers into the scope in
FY2021.

Europe in Europe, the United States,
Japan, Asia and China have ISO
14001:2015 certification. These sites
are not included in the scope of the
graph.

All the NTN group production sites
that supply NTN Transmissions

b – WASTE PREVENTION AND MANAGEMENT
The company’s principles are to reduce the quantities of waste produced
at production sites and to prioritise recovery and recycling rather than
destruction or landfill.
•

A waste sorting system has been established in all workshops and
offices, with suitable containers collected regularly.

•

Each new item of waste is analysed in order to adapt the collection
method and the recovery channel.

NTN TE organises the management of waste from its production sites via
specific approved treatment channels in accordance with the regulations.
Thanks to these treatment channels, 97% of waste is recovered, through
either material recycling or waste to energy.
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2021

D – INCORPORATING CLIMATE PRIORITIES
The energy management system
deployed and certified according
to ISO 50001 in December 2015 at
the Allonnes site reflects NTN TE’s
commitment to reducing its energy
consumption and improving its
energy efficiency.

All uses of energy are determined,
together with their importance.
Consumption is modelled in relation
to influence factors over reference
periods, and monthly forecasts are
reviewed in order to monitor and
control consumption.

Electricity and natural gas are the
two energy sources most used by
the NTN Transmissions Europe sites
for industrial and tertiary purposes.

Based on these analyses, targeted
actions
to
improve
energy
performance are defined in the
Energy Saving Action Plan.
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One major initiative involves replacing all the lighting in the production
building with smart LED lights (networked detection and communication
to light up sectors of the workshop based on activity). This project began
in 2021 and will continue until 2023.
It is being conducted in collaboration with a supported employment
company producing the upstream power cables.
Since production activity was reduced due to the consequences of the
pandemic and shortages among automotive suppliers, a system has been
put in place to manage energy shutdowns and switch installations to
standby mode. Combined with consumption monitoring during downtime,
this has led to energy consumption being limited to the minimum necessary.

(5)

(5) This indicator is calculated as follows for Allonnes and Crézancy: % change between the energy performance
for the year N and the energy performance for the reference year (index: FY2015-2016-2017). Energy
performance is measured as energy consumption (gas and electricity) relative to added value.
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NTN Transmissions Europe is beginning its transition by introducing the
measurement of its CO2 footprint for scopes 1, 2 and 3.
This approach of measurement followed by gradual reduction of CO2
emissions is part of the NTN group’s process for constructing a Nameraka
society, with the goal of carbon neutrality for scopes 1, 2 and 3 by 2040
and 2050.

REDUCING CO2 EMISSIONS IN THE SUPPLY CHAIN

50% reduction in
CO2 emissions
compared with
2018 (Scope 1+2)
by 2030

Carbon neutrality
(scope 1+2)
by 2040

Carbon neutrality
(scope 3)
by 2050
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